were in fact a pair of separately printed halfsheets, with the variant names respectively on A1 r (title page, outer forme) and A2 r (dedication, inner forme). 3 In halfsheet imposition all four pages are imposed as a single forme, and when half the required number of copies have been printed on one side, the heap is turned end to end and perfected with the same forme. Once dried, each sheet is cut into two essentially identical halfsheets. But if corrections are made at any time before the perfecting begins, any page in the uncor rected state must necessarily be backed by the corrected state.
Sheet C of the 1657 octavo was, however, a complete sheet, and therefore still showed that concurrent perfecting was sometimes practised. Whether or not that example was known to R. B. McKerrow, in 1927 he seems to have assumed that it may have been a perfectly normal practice for any printer with more than one press. Our printer has now a sheet printed on one side only and bearing the pages of one forme. …To complete it, the four pages of the other forme must be printed on the other side of the paper. Now if he has two presses, he may have placed the other forme on the second press; but he cannot at once proceed to 'perfect' the sheet … for if he does so … the result will be that the still wet ink of the first side printed will 'set off' on the tympan of the second press and thence will be transferred to the next sheet printed, and will spoil it. He must let the ink of the first printing dry before he attempts to print the sheet on the other side. 4 At this point he inserted the footnote: 'There are ways of avoiding this trouble by the use of "setting-off sheets," but it is unlikely that sixteenthcentury printers were often sufficiently pressed for time to make such expedients worth while'. I shall return to what are now usually called 'setoff sheets ' later, but what matters here is that McKerrow's ideas about drying time led him to assume, wrongly, that the main purpose of the welldocu mented procedure of hanging printed sheets up in quires was to allow the ink to dry, especially before perfecting (p. 23). 5 In reality the primary objective was to allow the water to evaporate from the damp paper, and that (as we shall see) was something best delayed until after perfecting. McKerrow's error is still sometimes exhumed by those who rely too much on outdated sources, 6 but was influentially and decisively refuted by R. C. Bald in a paper given at the English Institute, Columbia University, in 1941. 7 Quoting not only from Moxon's 1683 description of presswork but also from several later manuals, he concluded that 'we need have no hesitation in accepting Moxon in preference to McKerrow if we wish to know the nor mal practice of seventeenth-century English printing houses' (p. 181).
The notion of concurrent perfecting next surfaced shortly before Bald wrote, in the context of what could be deduced about printing methods by studying the distribution and relative proportions of corrected and uncorrected states in extant play-quartos. This revival began with Greg's influential study of the press-variants in King Lear Q1, when in 1940 he outlined two ways in which the the printing could in theory have been done using two presses-before observing that Nicholas Okes is hardly likely to have had two presses. 8 Two years later Edwin Wolf 2nd included it in his dis cussion of how variant states might theoretically be distributed according to the method of printing, listing it as the fourth of his five methods: 'Two pres ses-simultaneous printing'. 9 Concurrent perfecting (still called 'simultaneous printing') was alluded to in passing by Francis R. Johnson in 1946, but while he considered Wolf's descrip tion of the process to be 'sound as a hypothesis', he had distinct reservations:
I am inclined to believe that this method was rarely employed in this period. It involved added complexities, especially if the work on the two presses did not progress at exactly the same rate, and offered no marked advantages … . Until collations of variants which definitely point to simultaneous printing can be produced, we cannot confidently accept it as a usual procedure. The position taken by Kenneth Povey in 1955 is interestingly ambiguous. He draws attention to some small but interesting changes made by Robert Ashley in 1594 when translating into English an account of printing written by Loys le Roy in 1579, and concludes that Ashley probably had skilled assistance from an English printer. 12 Noting that McIlwraith's findings 'are reconcilable with … the routine described by Moxon in 1683 and not that given currency by McKerrow's Introduction … of 1927', he suggests that 'since Ashley's concise account is fully confirmed by Moxon, it might well be adopted as the credo of students of Elizabethan printing-methods in preference to any modern reconstruction' (p. 43). At the same time, however, he seems quite willing to entertain the possibility of concurrent perfecting (pp. 43-44, 45), and five years later he would describe the use of a raking light as 'the best means of distinguishing concurrent from consecutive perfecting, a matter of great importance in the study of variant formes ' . 13 Yet Moxon says absolutely nothing about the practice, while both Le Roy and Ashley seem to rule it out. Le Roy's 'Item deux presses l'vne à la besoigne ordinaire l'autre à faire les espreuues, & retirations' (20 r ) becomes Ashley's 'Two presses also are needful; thone for the ordinary worke; and thother to make the proofes, and reiterations' (22 r ). Both versions clearly imply that the second (seemingly subordinate) press was to print proofs and to perfect the sheets printed by the first ('make the reiterations'), and the possibility of reciprocal partnership is not even hinted at.
By 1972 Philip Gaskell was openly sceptical about concurrent printing. Noting the existence of 'some puzzles in early books, as when some copies of a particular sheet are found to have been printed inner forme first, while other copies of the same sheet were printed outer forme first', he cites Le Roy and Ashley to the effect that 'the heap was normally printed as white paper in the morning, turned at the midday break, and perfected in the afternoon'.
14 Therefore, he suggests, if the whole edition of a sheet could not be printed and perfected in one day …part of it would have been printed and perfected on one day, and the remainder on the following day; and …this would result in the second forme of the first day's work being left on the bed of the press to become the first forme of the second day's work. 15 That, he believed, was not only a possible solution, but the most plausible one.
It has been supposed that such situations resulted from 'concurrent perfecting', on the hypothesis that two presses started work simultaneously on the same sheet, one printing the inner forme and the other the outer, and that they exchanged heapsor would it have been formes?-half way through. But there is no early evidence for any such practice; concurrent perfecting would always have been difficult to fit into the normal complexity of work flow in a printing house with two or more presses, and if it happened at all it is unlikely to have been more than an exceptional resort in cases of urgency when the speed of two-press operation was necessary.
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To understand why that procedure might have been avoided, we need to consider the distinct difference between wet paper and wet ink. In the age of the wooden hand press there were serious limitations both to the force that could be applied by a platen with an area of about one and a half square feet to a forme of type, and to the evenness of the surface of that forme when the hand-cast types were sitting on a stone that by the standards of modern engineering was less than perfectly plane. In order to guarantee that every type trans fer red its ink to the paper it was necessary to make it dig into the surface, so the paper was substantially softened before printing by wetting it.
When paper is made by hand, the vatman scoops up a suitable quantity of 'stuff' from the vat in a rectangular tray consisting of a wooden frame (the deckle) around a removable bottom (the mould) made of closely spaced parallel wires: essentially a sieve whose holes are long but very narrow slits. As the water drains out, the vatman gives the deckle and mould two sharp side ways shakes, one in each direction, to ensure that a majority of the fibres settle across the wires. After manufacture, when the finished paper is dampened the fibres fatten more than they lengthen, so wet paper expands more along the wirelines than the chainlines (thus changing in both size and shape). The expansion is typically about two per cent across the chainlines and one per cent along them.
It was therefore important to try to perfect a sheet quite soon after printing the first side. If left too long the paper would begin to shrink asymmetrically: enough to make it impossible to place both point holes on the points that had made them, and enough to prevent the perfecting pages from aligning perfectly with those already printed. Gaskell's experiments suggested that the heap 'could be kept for no more than two or three days without distortion'.
17 And although it was always possible to dampen a drying heap again, it would be difficult or impossible to ensure that each sheet contained just as much moisture as before.
Paradoxically, though, it was equally important to give the ink on the first forme as much time to 'dry' as reasonably possible, although here the word dry is inexact. Printing ink was not a fluid like pen ink: it was a sticky, viscous paste made mainly of powdered lampblack and linseed oil varnish (not water), and as Gaskell observes, what we call drying 'was really a complex process of oxidation and solidification rather than simple evaporation'. 18 At one level, it could take a very long time indeed. A note on the verso of the half-title of the first edition of Conyers Middleton's Free Inquiry, 1749, reads:
Dec. 12. 1748. Dr. Middleton's Free Inquiry &c. having been printed in such hast, and at such a season of the year, that the sheets have not had sufficient time to dry, it is thought proper to give this notice to gentlemen, not to have their books bound in less than two months or they will run the hazard of having them spoiled. 19 But while a printed forme could retain for weeks or even months the ability to set off under prolonged pressure, it was possible to start perfecting it within a matter of hours if proper precautions were taken. 20 The most common of these was to replace or cover the tympan sheet (a sheet of paper pasted to the tympan as a guide to placing each new sheet for printing) with a tympan cloth that picked up ink less readily than did paper, and which could be scrubbed clean with lye whenever what it had picked up started to trans fer back. 21 If, however, the ink of the forme to be perfected was still too wet even for a tympan cloth, the printer could (as McKerrow had noted) use set-off sheets. To quote Gaskell again:
Protective set-off sheets of waste paper were inserted by hand printers of the nineteenth century between the sheets of the reiteration and their dry, hard-packed tympans, and were changed as often as necessary; and a few printers of the handpress period preferred this device to the use of a soggy tympan cloth.
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At that point he inserted a footnote (to which we shall return) confirming that there really were a few such perverse individuals: 'Early seventeenthcentury set-off sheets are used as endpapers in two bindings in Trinity College Library, Cambridge'. Before considering those examples, however, it will be useful to explain in a little more detail how such sheets were used. If it became necessary to perfect a forme almost immediately after printing it (as was routinely the case when printing a 'work and turn' halfsheet), a 18 ibid. p. 125. 19 Quoted from a note by I. J. C. Foster in The Durham Philobiblion, 1 (1949-55), 23. An errata list found in some copies of Malone's Supplement to the Edition of Shakespeare's Plays Published in (London 1780) has 'Directions to the Binder' that include the following: 'When these books are sewed and put in boards, it is desired that they may not be beaten; and it is recommended not to bind them till next winter.' 20 The precautions included discouraging employees from sitting on printed heaps. When re-covering the ink-balls, the pressman 'Sits down upon a Seat … , commonly sheet of blank (or at least comparatively clean) waste paper would be placed on the tympan before the sheet to be perfected, so that the ink of the first forme would set off onto that. Depending on how much ink it picked up, it might be left in place for one or more additional impressions, but once it threatened to transfer ink in the opposite direction it would be set aside and replaced by another clean sheet. After a few other used sheets had joined it, the earliest would be dry enough for their reverse sides to be used, and after a while the sides used first could be treated as dry enough to be reusable. So although the process undoubtedly 'wasted' clean paper, the number of sheets it consumed was only a fraction of the size of the edition-and it provided a use for the substandard and slightly damaged sheets in the 'cording quires' that protected the best quires in the bundled reams supplied by the paper-maker. 23 The two bindings in Trinity College Library whose endpapers were noted by Gaskell are in fact the tip of a small iceberg. In 1637 Thomas Whalley, the vice-master of Trinity, gave £100 to the library to be spent on books.
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Not only did the fellows purchase a substantial number of books and manuscripts, but they also had many of them bound, and commissioned the local printers (the partners Thomas Buck and Roger Daniel), to print a few sheets of gift labels to be pasted inside the books so purchased. 25 In late 1976 I volun teered to help Katharine F. Pantzer with the Cambridge entries for the 'Bookplates' section of the revised STC, and spent several days in several college libraries, pulling out and peering inside anything that looked like a pre-1640 binding. Among those I checked in Trinity were several dozen of the Whalley purchases, in sixteen of which (including the two footnoted by Gaskell) I found set-off sheets used as pastedowns and/or free endpapers. No matter what its own merits, any book could conceivably need to be rushed if it would otherwise delay something considered more important, and a need for unusual haste would go some way towards explaining why the printers made the decisions they did. But for whatever reason, Morton's book was certainly printed and perfected concurrently by two presses, because the extant set-off sheets represent not only every sheet from Dd to 4 ¶, but every forme -and the only way that could happen is if every forme spent time perfecting its opposite.
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I find it impossible to believe that by an amazing stroke of fortune, those bindings just happen to preserve the evidence of an event unique to either its printing house or its age. If Buck and Daniel did it in 1637 with that book, then they had almost certainly done it before, and so had other printers in other towns in other years. I doubt that concurrent perfecting was ever the usual practice anywhere-but it was an accepted practice that bibliographers need to keep in mind when speculating about particular books, especially if there is reason to suppose that such a book may have been printed in a hurry.
At the end of this paper I have appended a list of which formes can be found in which Trinity bindings. The four examples I have chosen to illustrate include set-off from each forme of the title sheet, showing ¶1 r and ¶4 v from the outer forme ( Fig. 1 ) and ¶2 r and ¶3 v from the inner (Fig. 2) . Each of those sheets was used more than once (as is most evident from the slippage in the first lines of the title page); both survive as pastedowns so I do not know what is on the reverse.
The other illustrations both show the forme represented by the largest number of surviving sheets: the work-and-turn forme that produced quire Gg 2 by halfsheet imposition. I have no grounds on which to base a guess at how many copies were printed-but for the sake of argument let us imagine a generous edition of 1,000, so each full sheet was printed on a heap of four 'tokens' or 'hours' of 250 sheets each. 28 When work started, each press printed its forme on 500 sheets before the half-heaps of paper were exchanged, so the ink had at least the duration of 500 impressions to dry before setting off on the waste paper. But quire Gg was printed on only 500 sheets, which were eventually cut into 1,000 halfsheets. The 'turn' in 'work and turn' therefore happened after only 250 impressions-so the ink was con siderably wetter, and the set-off sheets are correspondingly dirtier. In 27 An unforeseen problem might occasionally lead a printer to interrupt the printing of a white-paper forme, replace it on the same press with its opposite and print the whole heap, and only then perfect the half-printed sheets. Such an event could generate set-off sheets from both formes-but would hardly be adopted as a routine procedure. 28 It should always be remembered that although a token was also called an 'hour', it was so called no matter how many actual minutes it took to print it in any particular case. See Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, pp. 344, 484-85. this operation each waste sheet may have been used only once before being set aside, but after a few more impressions it was dry enough for one more use, and later for at least a third. Less care was taken to place the set-off sheets precisely, so the repeated uses are not in register (Fig. 3) . Moreover, when the other side was used (at least twice) it was rotated at least five degrees from the original alignment (Fig. 4) . This casual approach may perhaps suggest that using set-off sheets for halfsheet imposition was a more familiar practice-perhaps even the norm.
Part : Leapfrog Perfecting
Having described how Buck and Daniel steered a course between the Scylla of a deadline and the Charybdis of wet ink, I shall now turn to several printers who may have found a way to exploit the 'Goldilocks zone' between too wet (the ink) and too dry (the paper).
In 1972 I published an article on the so-called 'Pavier Quartos' of 1619.
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Having investigated the head lines of all ten plays I included a chart of their recurrence that I reproduce here as Fig. 5 . 30 Each headline is identified by a lower-case letter, and they are listed clockwise around the chase (in the order 1 r , 2 v , 3 r , 4 v for an outer forme and 2 r , 1 v , 4 r , 3 v for an inner forme), while to the right the roman numeral I or II identifies the skeleton forme defined by each set of running-titles. With the exception of the tenth play in the collection (Sir John Oldcastle) each play was printed with two skeletons. Five of the com plete sheets were printed and perfected by different skeletons, and two are doubtful, but each of the remaining seventy-four sheets was perfected by the same skeleton that printed the first forme.
At first sight that might seem to be a neat and orderly way to arrange things, but there is something odd about it. In 1972 I made rather heavy weather of this problem, and spent four earnest pages weighing some of the then-current theories about setting by formes, simultaneous setting, multiple presses, and work-rates against the more recent lessons taught by D. F. McKenzie-but without resolving the difficulty.
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The 1619 quartos were all set from printed copy, but mostly not page for page: only two occupy the same number of pages as their copy, and even in those not all the page-breaks are identical. But printed copy can always be cast off much more precisely than manuscripts, so setting by formes was the obvious method to choose. As soon as the first complete forme had been set (let us assume an outer forme) it could be provided with the headlines and wooden furniture that constituted the 'skeleton forme', and the printing could start while the inner forme was being set. When a forme comes off the press, several things must be done. 32 First it must be immersed in hot lye for washing, so that the accumulated ink can be brushed off. After draining for a short time it is placed on a type-board, the quoins are knocked loose and then pushed back finger-tight, and the forme is thoroughly rinsed. Still on the board, it is taken to the distributing frame, where quarter by quarter the quoins and outer furniture are removed, ready to be transferred in the same relative positions to another forme. Then the head stick and inner side stick of each page are used to slide, very carefully, each page of type away from the crossbars of the chase, which is then lifted off. Finally the head sticks and inner side sticks are also transferred to the respective positions for their next use. At this stage, if the headlines them selves are still relevant each one can also be slid away from its page, held between the reglet below it and the head stick above, and transferred as if it were part of the furniture. Only then can the skeleton and the headlines be used to impose another forme.
Until all that has been done, no new pages can be imposed in that skeleton. So if we find the same skeleton used for both formes of a single sheet, we can guess that the presswork was finished comfortably ahead of the typesetting, while if a second skeleton is constructed we can guess that the first was not yet ready in time to be used again. Neither conclusion can be anything more than a guess unless supported by other evidence, but each is reasonable.
A pattern like that found in the 1619 quartos, however, is puzzling. Once a second skeleton has been set up, the expected pattern (found in numerous other quartos whose headlines have been studied) is for each forme to be imposed in whichever skeleton has waited longest. In other words, when there are two skeletons they are usually used alternately. Virtually every pos sible kind of irregularity can be documented from one book or another, but for quartos presumed to have been set by formes the usual basic pattern is indeed alternation. 33 What the 1619 arrangement seems to suggest is that the skeleton from the first forme of each sheet was always ready for recycling in plenty of time, but that perfecting formes always took so long to process that a 'spare' skeleton had to be used instead. But in 1972 I could think of no rational explanation for such a scenario, and remained puzzled.
Some time later I encountered a rather different puzzle that would eventually provide the first of three clues. In 1607 Robert Raworth and Nicholas Okes collaborated on printing Robert Pricket's unauthorized report of a speech by Sir Edward Coke: The Lord Coke His Speech and Charge (STC 5491-2). Raworth printed sheets A-D of this quarto, and Okes sheets E-H. It must have sold quickly and well, because a second edition was printed almost immediately (STC 5492.4), this time with Okes contributing six of the sheets, C-H. 34 So little time had elapsed that although Okes had apparently distributed the headlines, he still had eight pages of the type from the first edition undistributed, and was able to reimpose them. What is curious is that they were not the eight pages of sheet H, but the last two inner formes, inner G and inner H. Perhaps he had sufficient type of that size (english) to have finished the job with the last three formes intact (inner G and both formes of H), and had randomly chosen outer H to be distributed into the cases before 'coffining' (tying and wrapping for storage) the pages of the other two formes.
As a consequence of the reimposition, the order in which the sheets of the second edition went through his press began with sheets H and G in that order. Because the headlines of that edition suffered minor damage and disar rangement on several occasions, their changes in state suggest that the order of the first six formes was H(i), H(o), G(i), G(o), F(o), and F(i). Next came the formes of D and E in undetermined order, and lastly formes C(o) and C(i). In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it seems likely that the sheets were all worked in reverse order. Five different running titles appear in sheets H and G, one skeleton forme with slight rearrangement. In the remaining sheets four of those headlines define one skeleton, while the fifth becomes part of a second skeleton used for both formes of sheet F and both formes of sheet D. This book thus shows 'the 1619 pattern' throughout, perhaps because (as a sheet-for-sheet reprint) its copy was just as easy to cast off with precision as were those quartos. The clue, however, lies not in the headlines but in the identity of the reimposed formes.
The second clue was provided by Humphrey Lownes in 1608, when he printed the first volume of Bishop Joseph Hall's Epistles (STC 12661.7). As in many octavos, most of the pages of this book are surrounded by a frame of rules. Four are horizontal, placed above and below the headlines (which include page numbers) and above and below the direction line (catchwords and sometimes signatures). The inner margins are flanked by a rule of full height, the outer margin of the text by a shorter one that fits between the headline and direction line, and another of full height marks the outside of the narrow column (12-13 mm) that is reserved for shoulder notes (the first of which appears on D7 r ). Most leaves in the preliminary quire A (probably printed last) have similar rules, even when otherwise blank, but sixteen pages of the text do not (although in all copies examined comparable rules have been drawn in by hand). Those pages constitute the inner formes of sheets B and C, both of which were evidently printed before the compositor was told that rules were required. So both those two inner formes must have been printed before either outer B or outer C.
The third clue came from another octavo, this time shared by two printers. In 1596 Edward Allde evidently began work on John Udall's Certaine Sermons (STC 24491) with sheet B, but soon after printing sheet E he passed the job over to Adam Islip, who completed it with sheets H-Tt, bifolium Vu 2 , and an unsigned halfsheet of preliminaries (A 4 ). But that is not quite the whole story, because before he abandoned the job Allde had also printed the outer formes of sheets F and G. Islip therefore had to begin work by perfecting them with inner formes.
I cannot be certain that when working on the first edition of Pricket's report in 1607, Okes printed the outer formes of both sheets G and H before the inner formes were set and printed, although the evidence is distinctly sug gestive. Only a detailed study of type-recurrence could prove beyond question that Humphrey Lownes printed the unframed outer formes of sheets B and C of Hall's Epistles before the rule-framed inner formes, although it is difficult to doubt that. But the evidence of Udall's Sermons is unim peachable: here we have tangible evidence that at least once in 1596, Edward Allde deliberately chose to print one side each of two consecutive sheets before perfecting either-or in this particular case, before not perfecting either.
What possible advantage could a printer gain by doing that? I can think of two, one big and one small. The big one is that each white-paper forme would have twice as long for its ink to dry before being perfected, but without waiting so long that the paper began to dry out and shrink. The small one is that the pressmen could work two consecutive press-runs with a tympan sheet in place before needing to exchange it for a tympan cloth for the next two. And if the edition were a sizeable one, that extra time might leave the ink on each unperfected forme dry enough to make a tympan cloth unneces sary.
There may be other possible advantages that I have not thought of-but there is one more thing that needs to be pointed out. If a printer chose to undertake what I informally call leapfrog perfecting in printing a book for which he had set up two skeletons, and if he had the sense to use them alternately, he would presumably use skeleton I on (say) outer A and skeleton II on outer B. And if he then set and printed the perfecting formes in the same order, he would use skeleton I on inner A and skeleton II on inner B. And the observed result would be exactly the pattern that dominates throughout the 1619 quartos.
I have never undertaken a type-recurrence study either of one of the 1619 quartos or of any other book in which two skeletons recur in a similar way. But had I ever done so, especially if I had simply assumed that the sheets would have been worked in the 'obvious' order, I would probably now want to revisit my analysis to determine whether leapfrog perfecting could explain the data equally well.
Toronto

APPENDIX
The following list shows the known whereabouts in Trinity College, Cambridge, of set-off sheets used during the printing of quires Dd-Gg and ¶-4 ¶ of Morton's Antidotum (STC 18172) in 1637. In each case I have specified both the call number and whether the waste sheets are inside the front or the back board. Pastedowns whose reverse side cannot be examined are noted as 'pd', or as '+ pd' if a free endpaper is also present. 
